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Transverse oscillation of a dynamically supported circular cylinder in a #ow at Re"100 has
been numerically simulated using a high-resolution viscous-vortex method, for a range of
dynamical parameters. At the limiting case with zero values of mass, damping and elastic force,
the cylinder oscillates sinusoidally at amplitude A/D"0)47 and frequency fD/;

=
"0)156. For

zero damping, the e!ects of mass and elasticity are combined into a new, &&e!ective'' dynamic
parameter, which is di!erent from the classic &&reduced velocity''. Over a range of this parameter,
the response exhibits oscillations at amplitudes up to 0)6 and frequencies between 0)15 and 0)2.
From this response function, the classic response in terms of reduced velocity can be obtained
for "xed values of the cylinder/#uid ratio m*. It displays &&lock-in'' at very high values of m*.
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1. INTRODUCTION

THE FLOW-INDUCED VIBRATION of an elastically constrained two-dimensional circular cylinder
has become a canonical problem in the e!orts to understand more general situations of
#uid}structure interactions. The situation in which vibration is permitted only transverse to
the freestream (Figure 1) has received particular attention as a fundamental case. Relevant
structural parameters are the system mass m (and associated density o

b
), damping b, spring

constant k, and diameter D. Important #uid parameters include the #uid density o,
kinematic viscosity l, and constant freestream velocity ;

=
. The cylinder is constrained to

move only normal to the freestream; its transverse motion is determined by the lift
generated from the #ow. Vibration is thus governed by the equation of motion,

m
d2y

dt2
#b

dy

dt
#ky"F

y
, (1)

where F
y

is the instantaneous lift force and y is the transverse displacement.
Early studies such as the forced vibration experiments of Koopmann (1967) and the free

vibration experiments of Feng (1968) established the viewpoint that the cylinder experiences
signi"cant vibration only when the characteristic shedding frequency nearly coincides with

the natural structural frequency, u
n
"Jk/m , a state termed &&lock-in''. Parkinson (1989)

reviewed the various subsequent e!orts to further de"ne this lock-in behavior and to create
models for the lift force, F

y
, in equation (1) to facilitate prediction of the vibration

characteristics of a given structure. These include the well-known proposal by Hartlen
& Currie (1970). Other related reviews were given by Sarpkaya (1979) and Bearman (1984),
and in a book by Blevins (1994). Gri$n & Ramberg (1982) discussed the "ndings in the
context of their application to practical problems.
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Figure 1. Problem under consideration.
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Recent experimental results of Gharib et al. (1997), Gharib (1999) and Khalak
& Williamson (1997) exhibited examples of signi"cant #ow-induced vibration without
lock-in. On the other hand, classic lock-in was observed in the experiments of Brika
& Laneville (1993) and Hover et al. (1997). The former experiments without lock-in were
performed in water and were distinguished by low values of the mass ratio o

b
/o while the

latter experiments were performed in air, for which mass ratios are of order 103. Thus,
these various recent results suggest that the lock-in framework does not accurately describe
the behavior of the system for all structural parameters, especially when the cylinder}#uid
mass ratio becomes relatively small, as noted by earlier authors, e.g., Bearman (1984).

The simulations described in this paper explore limiting values for the structural para-
meters, m,b, k (each per unit span), in order to frame a more complete understanding of the
system response. Traditionally, classi"cation of the response has been based on utilization
of the reciprocal of the mechanical frequency u

n
as a characteristic time. Thus, the

freestream velocity is expressed as the reduced velocity,;
R
";

=
/u

n
D, and the nondimen-

sional time q " u
n
t. The equation of motion (1) can thus take on the relatively simple

nondimensional form (using u
n
and D for nondimensionalization)

d2>

dq2
#f

d>

dq
#>"c

y
n;2

R
, (2)

where >"y/D, f"b/(2Jkm) is the fraction of critical damping, c
y
"F

y
/(1
2
;2

=
D) is the lift

coe$cient, and n"oD2/(2m) the mass parameter. On this basis, it has been the practice to
scale results against ;

R
, n, and f , because observations of lock-in suggested that the

mechanical frequency controls the response. Gri$n & Ramberg (1982) showed that, based
on experimental results, the limit as the so-called &&mass-damping parameter, f/n, tends to
zero might de"ne the maximum amplitude of cylinder response. Discussions of this
parameter may be found in papers by Sarpkaya (1978), Bearman (1984), and Khalak
& Williamson (1997).

In limiting cases such as a massless (m"0) or elastically unconstrained (k"0) con"gura-
tion, the mechanical frequency u

n
no longer has a meaningful de"nition. Furthermore, the

recent studies which did not exhibit lock-in leave the universality of the scaling underlying
(2) in doubt. Therefore, in order to provide a reduction valid for the entire space of
structural parameters, we introduce an alternative nondimensionalization of equation (1)
which avoids u

n
, namely

m*y( *#b*yR *#k*y* " c
y
(t*), (3)
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where

y*"
y

D
, t*"t

;
=

D
, m*"

m
1
2
oD2

"

n
2

o
b

o
, b*"

b
1
2
o;

=
D

, k*"
k

1
2
o;2

=

,

and ( ) ) indicates d( )/dt* . Also, c
y
(t*) is the usual nondimensional transverse force, per unit

span, exerted on the body by the #ow, from all pressure and viscous stresses, as de"ned just
after equation (2).

The cylinder response y*(t*) is then a function of the parameters m*, b*, k*. A "nal
parameter that can be expected to in#uence the response is the Reynolds number
Re";

=
D/l, which sets the #ow characteristics. All simulations presented in this study are

at Re"100.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A viscous vortex method capable of achieving high resolution is used for computational
simulation in this study. In addition to a cursory discussion of its basic features in Gharib
(1999), the method is more thoroughly discussed in Shiels (1998). It has been extensively
validated in the latter work, and in past studies such as that by Koumoutsakos & Leonard
(1995).

Brie#y, the two-dimensional vortex method tracks the evolution of the vorticity "eld
governed by

Du
Dt

"l+ 2u (4)

by creating elements of vorticity at the viscous cylinder boundary in order to satisfy the
velocity boundary conditions and convecting those elements according to

u (x, t)"!

1

2n PP
(x!x@)]uz(

Dx!x@ D2
dx@#U

=
(5)

The particular vortex method used in this study includes viscous e!ects using the particle
strength exchange method (Degond & Mas Gallic 1989; Komoutsakos & Leonard 1995).

At each step in the simulation, the transverse force coe$cient c
y
(t*) is obtained, then used

to numerically integrate equation (3) and thus update the cylinder trajectory. As shown in
Shiels (1998), the coe$cient can be expressed in terms of the existing vorticity "eld and its
normal derivative on the cylinder surface,

c
y
"!

1

Re P
2n

0
A
1

2

Lu*

Lr*
!u*B cos hdh#

n
2

yK * , (6)

where h"0 refers to the base of the cylinder (i.e. the downstream stagnation point in
potential #ow). All nondimensionalization can be assumed to use cylinder diameter and
freestream velocity unless otherwise noted. In equation (6), the integral of the second term in
brackets, which is seen to be proportional to the vorticity at the wall, gives the viscous
contribution to c

y
. The integral of the "rst term in brackets, the vorticity #ux, plus the

acceleration term gives the pressure contribution, calculated using the tangential compon-
ent of the momentum equation at the boundary. The vorticity #ux has two components, one
due to the acceleration of the body and the other due to the motion of the vorticity already
present in the boundary layer and wake. It is informative to consider how equation (6) can
be used to treat an accelerating body in potential #ow. In this case, the no-through #ow
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condition at the body surface is satis"ed by a vortex sheet of variable strength c(h, t) along
the surface of the body. Because the body has nonzero acceleration when it is oscillating, the
sheet strength must be changing in time. The vorticity #ux given by !(1/Re) (Lu*/Lr*) is
equal to (dc*/dt*) and thus provides the necessary rate of change of sheet strength,
independent of Re including RePR. The vorticity #ux due to acceleration then gives
!nyK * as a contribution to c

y
. Thus, for an accelerating body in a steady, inviscid

freestream, one can obtain the apparent-mass force

c
ya
"!(n/2)yK . (7)

Now it is important to note that in a viscous #ow, body acceleration produces exactly the
same contribution to the vorticity #ux independent of Re, as mentioned above, but also
independent of the vorticity "eld in the boundary layer and wake of the body. It is due to the
excess pressure gradients around the body caused by the acceleration. For viscous #ow, we
therefore decompose the transverse force or &&lift'' coe$cient as follows:

c
y
(t)"c

ya
(t)#c

yw
(t)"!(n/2)yK * (t)#c

yw
(t). (8)

The &&wake'' lift term c
yw

captures the frictional forces as well as altered pressure forces
caused by the boundary layer and wake growth in viscous #ow. In inviscid #ow, with no
boundary layer and wake, c

yw
"0. This lift decomposition is key to computation of the

limiting case m"0, b"0, k"0. For these structural parameters, the governing equation
(3) becomes c

y
(t)"0 but a motion is still possible as the &&wake'' lift c

yw
(t) must balance the

apparent-mass lift. In inviscid #ow, no motion could be supported for m"0, b"0, k"0
since c

yw
(t)"0. But in viscous #ow, motion of the body generates a wake and induces

a nonzero c
yw

(t) which in turn requires the body acceleration to provide c
ya

(t)"!c
yw

(t).
Various subtle issues concerning the numerical implementation of equation (6) in concert
with equation (3) are discussed in Shiels (1998).

To assess the vortex method used in the present numerical simulation, a comparison is
made in Table 1 with recent results from other numerical methods at the same value of
Re"100 for a stationary cylinder. Experimental results for an oscillating cylinder, over
a range of low values of Re including Re"100, were obtained by Anagnostopoulos
& Bearman (1992). A comparison with their results is made later in this paper.

Results from the present numerical simulations for various combinations of the para-
meters (m*, b*, k*) are listed in Tables 2 and 3.

3. RESULTS

3.1. MASSLESS (m*"0), UNDAMPED (b*"0) AND ELASTICALLY UNCONSTRAINED (k*"0) SIMULATION

The extreme limit on the mechanical part of the system is to essentially remove all of it,
leaving only the requirement that the surface of the massless cylinder must remain solid.
TABLE 1
Comparison of results for stationary cylinder

Reference St C
D

C
L

Stansby & Slaouti (1993) 0)166 1)32 0)35
Anagnostopoulos (1994) 0)167 1)20 0)27
Henderson (1995) 0)166 1)35 0)33
Zhou et al. (1999) 0)162 1)48 0)31
Present 0)167 1)33 0)30



TABLE 2
Results for Re"100 simulations at zero damping (b*"0)

k* m* k*
%&&

;
R

;
RA

A* f * C
L

C
LW

C
D

0 4 !3)94 0)05 0)158 !0)20 !0)28 1)32
0 2)5 !2)34 0)07 0)154 !0)15 !0)25 1)31
0 1)5 !1)33 0)09 0)150 !0)10 !0)23 1)30
0 0)88 !0)72 0)10 0)144 !0)07 !0)20 1)29
0 0)625 !0)47 0)12 0)138 !0)05 !0)19 1)32
0 0)4 !0)29 0)24 0)136 !0)06 !0)34 1)40
0 0)25 !0)19 0)35 0)140 !0)04 !0)47 1)49
4)74 5 !0)06 1)03 1)18 0)46 0)156 0)04 !0)65 1)70
0 0 0)00 0)47 0)156 0)00 !0)71 1)73
0)1 0)05 0)04 0)71 4)02 0)51 0)178 0)11 !0)89 1)85
0)0707 0 0)07 4)71 0)49 0)160 0)07 !0)71 1)78
0)1414 0 0)14 3)33 0)51 0)164 0)11 !0)74 1)83
1 0)5 0)30 0)71 1)44 0)56 0)188 0)41 !0)82 2)16
0)3535 0 0)35 2)11 0)54 0)174 0)24 !0)77 1)98
0)707 0 0)71 1)49 0)57 0)184 0)45 !0)75 2)16
2)48 1)25 0)74 0)71 1)07 0)57 0)188 0)48 !0)76 2)19
4)96 2)5 1)17 0)71 0)91 0)58 0)196 0)77 !0)60 2)22
8)74 5 1)31 0)76 0)87 0)57 0)194 0)83 !0)50 2)26
1)414 0 1)41 1)05 0)59 0)194 0)90 !0)48 2)32
2 0 2)00 0)89 0)58 0)200 1)22 !0)22 2)32
9)88 5 2)14 0)71 0)82 0)57 0)198 1)35 !0)02 2)23
2)31 0 2)31 0)82 0)59 0)196 1)40 0)01 2)24
2)828 0 2)83 0)75 0)57 0)189 1)70 0)55 2)13
3)5 0 3)50 0)67 0)47 0)172 1)68 0)83 1)56
4 0 4)00 0)63 0)39 0)184 1)60 0)78 1)64
14)84 7)5 4)38 0)71 0)78 0)34 0)188 1)52 0)77 1)42
4)5 0 4)50 0)59 0)30 0)184 1)40 0)77 1)57
19)78 10 5)83 0)71 0)76 0)19 0)188 1)08 0)66 1)50
6 0 6)00 0)51 0)14 0)182 0)85 0)56 1)43
8 0 8)00 0)44 0)08 0)176 0)61 0)47 1)38
12 0 12)00 0)36 0)04 0)172 0)48 0)41 1)36
29)68 15 12)97 0)71 0)75 0)06 0)168 0)55 0)44 1)35
16 0 16)00 0)31 0)03 0)172 0)44 0)38 1)35
Fixed cylinder 0)00 0)167 0)30 0)30 1)33

TABLE 3
Results for Re"100 simulations with m*"0 and k*"2

b* A* f * C
L

/(degrees)

0 0)58 0)200 1)22 !1)2
0)1675 0)55 0)194 1)15 4)5
0)5 0)48 0)192 1)04 15)6
1 0)39 0)190 0)93 28)7
2 0)25 0)182 0)79 46)6
3 0)18 0)180 0)70 57)3
4 0)12 0)176 0)63 63)2
8 0)06 0)172 0)50 73)8
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This example is not only interesting in its own right but it is useful in displaying unambigu-
ously the concept of apparent mass. Setting m*"0, b*"0, and k*"0 in equation (3)
leaves the cylinder free to move in the transverse plane solely under the in#uence of forces
which are induced by unsteady vorticity, without mechanical or inertial forces, yielding
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c
y
"0. As discussed above, the motion of the cylinder in this situation is de"ned by

balancing the forces generated by the wake development, c
yw

, with the apparent mass term,
c
ya
"!1

2
nyK *,

0"c
y
"c

yw
#c

ya
"c

yw
!1

2
nyK * . (9)

Thus, the trajectory of the body y*(t*) is up-dated at each time-step of the simulation based
on the &&wake force'' c

yw
.

In the simulation, the cylinder quickly reaches a periodic state in which it oscillates with
an amplitude of nearly one radius (A/D"0)47). Figure 2 indicates how quickly the periodic
state is reached and that a single frequency ( f *"0)156) dominates the response. A third
harmonic is also present, though nearly undetectable.

The wake lift amplitude c
Lw

"0)71, which is found from the numerical computation
[equation (6)], balances the apparent-mass term, which can be computed using equation (9),

1
2
nyK *

.!9
"1

2
n (4n2 f *2A*)"1

2
n (4n2) (0)156)2(0)47)"0)709. (10)

It is notable that the response frequency is not greatly di!erent from the shedding
frequency for a "xed cylinder in Re"100 #ow, namely f *"0)165, and the vorticity "eld
established in the wake, shown in Figure 3, looks similar to the shedding pattern of a "xed
cylinder.

Thus, without structural forces to in#uence response, the cylinder motion seems strongly
drawn to a state de"ned by the natural characteristics of the wake. The wake is compliant
enough to produce a periodic state fairly similar to its natural state, yet with important
di!erences to support the motion of the cylinder.

Again, this example illustrates the meaning and de"nition of the apparent-mass force as
the instantaneous inertial reaction of the #uid to acceleration of the cylinder; in fact, it is the
same in a general, separated #ow "eld as in potential #ow, or in stationary #uid. Thus, with
equation (8), equation (3) may be rewritten in the form

(m*#1
2
n)yK *#b*yR *#k*y*"c

yw
(t*). (11)

3.2. MASSLESS (m*"0) AND UNDAMPED (b*"0) SIMULATIONS WITH NONZERO ELASTICITY

The system response in the absence of mechanical in#uences raises questions about the
relation between that limiting state and classical lock-in behavior. To begin exploring this
Figure 2. Transverse motion y* and frequency spectrum of the cylinder response sampled over "ve
cycles of periodic motion.



Figure 3. Vorticity "eld for m*"0, b*"0, k*"0 at minimum y*. Contours at u*"$0)2,$2)0.
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issue, supports are considered in which only the elastic resistive force is included, i.e.,

1
2
n yK *#k*y*"c

yw
(t*). (12)

Simulation was possible only for k*'0; negative k* led to unstable cylinder response. The
results are listed in Table 2 and plotted in Figure 4. Examining equation (12), one might
expect a strong response or resonance for k*+1

2
nu*2 However, we see that it is only a little

greater than at k*"0.
Sweeping over a range up to k*"16 did reveal, however, a sizeable region in which

the cylinder exhibited a periodic response with large amplitude, A*&0)5. In this
range (0(k*(3), the response can be well de"ned by y*"A* sin(2n f *t*), where
A*"A/D, f *"f D/;

=
, the traditional response parameters. Beyond this, up to k*+5,

there is a similar primary frequency of the cylinder response but amplitude modulation
occurs as competing response frequencies become apparent, as in the example in Figure 5.
For larger k*, the response again becomes sinusoidal but with a greatly diminished
amplitude.

As seen in Figure 4, the amplitude and frequency of the response increase slightly in the
region k*(3. The response is nearly a pure sinusoid as in the k*"0 case. The drag also
increases in this region. The large increase in the maximum lift from 0 to 2 is interesting in
light of the fact that the cylinder motion is relatively constant as measured by the amplitude
and frequency. At k*"1)414, the wake pictured in Figure 6 yields a #uctuating lift with
amplitude c

L
"0)9 for a nearly sinusoidal motion de"ned by A*"0)59 and f *"1.94. At

k*"2)828 (Figure 7), a similar nearly sinusoidal motion results with A*"0)57 and
f *"1)89, but c

L
"1)7. The di!erence in c

L
is notable but the striking di!erence is in the

values of c
Lw

, which are !0)48 and #0)55, respectively. The topology of the wake in these
cases di!ers only a little from the k*"0 case, but still reveals a capacity in the #ow to
supply a broad range of lift while maintaining a classical shedding pattern. This is the classic
2S pattern (Williamson & Roshko 1988), i.e. two vortices (one of each sign) per shedding
cycle.

The behavior observed for k*(3 is at odds with the conventional notion that such
a high amplitude can occur only for the system near lock-in conditions (i.e. where the



Figure 4. Results for m*"0, b*"0, k*O0: (a) amplitude A*; (b) frequency f *; (c) cross-force
amplitude c

L
; (d) mean drag coe$cient c

D
.

Figure 5. Cylinder response y*(t) for m*"0, b*"0, k*"4.
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mechanical frequency lies close to the natural shedding frequency). In fact, such conditions
are not even de"ned for a massless body.

As k* increases beyond 3, the cylinder response begins to be modulated, as noted earlier.
For such cases, the maximum value of the modulated response is shown in Figure 4; the



Figure 6. Vorticity "eld for m*"0, b*"0, k*"1)414 at minimum y*. Contours at u*"$0)2,
$2)0; A*"0)59, f *"0)194, c

L
"0)90, c

D
"2)32.

Figure 7. Vorticity "eld for m*"0, b*"0, k*"2)828 at minimum y*. Contours at u*"$0)2,
$2)0; A*"0)57, f*"0)189, c

L
"1)70, c

D
"2)13.
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frequency shown is the primary one. However, simulations were only carried out for a time
of 50}60 diameters of downstream motion, which often provided an incomplete view of the
system response for these more complex motions. This perhaps explains why some data in
the 3(k*(5 region seem to deviate from smooth trends in the frequency and drag.

As k* becomes even larger, the parameters in Figure 4 can be seen decaying towards
a "xed cylinder state (A*"0). The drag approaches asymptotically towards the "xed-
cylinder mean value of c

D,!7'
"1)33. Similarly, the lift amplitude decreases towards

c
L
"0)30 and the frequency f * approaches 0)165.
An interesting result occurs for the simulation with k*"2)31 (Figure 8), which is

intermediate to the two cases (k*"1)414 and 2)828) discussed above and very close to the



Figure 8. Vorticity "eld for m*"0, b*"0, k*"2)31 at minimum y*. Contours at u*"$0)2,
$2)0; A*"0)59, f *"0)196, c

L
"1)40 c

D
"2)24.
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&&resonance'' condition k*+1
2
nu*2. The amplitude is unchanged and the component of

transverse force provided by the wake is now nearly zero (c
Lw

"0)01); the major component
is from the apparent mass contribution. Figure 8 shows that there is no large, obvious
change in the wake and it is not clear how adjustments are made so that the wake essentially
makes no contribution to the lift at any time during its periodic motion. It is possible that
small changes in the near-wake rotate the pressure distribution su$ciently to provide zero
component of transverse force, c

yu(t)"0. The streamwise force component would be only
slightly a!ected (&&cosine correction''); indeed, at this condition c

D
"2)24, which is typical for

the higher amplitude motion (Table 2). At this particular value of k*, the observed response
frequency is almost exactly that de"ned by the mechanical system if the apparent mass is
used to de"ne a natural frequency for this m*"0 con"guration:

f *(k*"2)31)"0)196+f *
na
"

1

2nS
k*("2)31)

m*
a
("1

2
n)

"0)193 (13)

This observation is developed further in the following sections.

3.3. UNDAMPED (b*"0) SIMULATIONS WITH NONZERO MASS AND ELASTICITY; EFFECTIVE k*

Based on the observation that nearly pure sinusoidal motion occurs for m*"0, it is
possible to predict the e!ects of including mass by assuming a sinusoidal response. If pure
sinusoidal motion, y*"A* sinu*t*, is assumed, then equation (3) with no damping
(b*"0) becomes

(!u*2m*#k*)A* sinu*t*"c
L
sinu*t*, (14a)

or

k*
%&&

A*"c
L
, (14b)
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where the e!ective elasticity, k*
%&&

is de"ned by

k*
%&&

"(k*!4n2f *2m*) . (14c)

It may be seen from equations (14) that, for any choices (k*, m*) which keep k*
%&&

constant,
a single response is consistent with the governing equation of motion. Thus, the in#uence of
k* and m* can be folded into the single parameter k*

%&&
, the &&e!ective'' spring constant which

expresses the fact that for pure sinusoidal motion, at zero damping, the inertia of the body
essentially acts in opposition to the resistive elastic force. The inertia can be considered to
modify the elastic coe$cient.

It is not clear a priori how well scaling with k*
%&&

will de"ne behavior in the regions with
multiple signi"cant frequencies (such as 3(k*(5 with m*"0). In order to assess the new
idea of scaling by k*

%&&
, simulations were run with nonzero body mass as well as nonzero

elasticity but still with no damping. These results are compared in Figures 9 and 10 with
those found for the zero inertia case (m*"0). Various choices were used for m*, up to
a maximum of m*"15 at which point the body is nearly 10 times as dense as the
surrounding #uid. The results, listed in Table 2 and shown in Figures 9 and 10, show that
k*
%&&

does in fact collapse the two parameters, m* and k*, into one e!ective parameter which
properly scales the undamped system. For large values of k*

%&&
, the amplitude A* decreases

toward zero and the other response parameters approach the "xed-cylinder values. By
setting k*"0 and m*O0, it was also possible to determine the behavior for k*

%&&
(0,

showing that the response quickly drops o!, tending asymptotically toward the "xed
cylinder values. Thus, a picture is formed of the complete response (A*, f *) of the undamped
system at Re"100, with a region of k*

%&&
in which the wake and mechanical system can

synchronize to establish a large-amplitude, periodic response. Outside of this region,
Figure 9. Response for undamped systems, with and without inertia, plotted against the e!ective
elasticity: (a) amplitude A*; (b) frequency f *: d.



Figure 10. Lift amplitude and drag coe$cient, plotted against e!ective elasticity. (Negative values
of lift amplitude indicate that phase"n with respect to cylinder position.): d.
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signi"cant motion of the body does not occur. Apparently, large motions cannot generate
a wake to supply the required lift for these values of k*

%&&
.

This e!ective elastic coe$cient k*
%&&

also provides a uni"ed scaling for system behavior,
provided it is dominated by a single frequency. Traditionally, the reduced velocity ;

R
has

been invoked for scaling due to the perceived dependence of the system response on the
natural mechanical frequency. However, the reduced velocity is unde"ned for cases where
the elasticity or inertia is zero. The #aws in reduced velocity scaling are further evident by
comparing it to scaling by k*

%&&
on systems intentionally chosen to yield a constant reduced

velocity but having di!erent values of m*. As seen in Figure 11(a), despite the fact that the
reduced velocity is constant, a range of system responses are possible. Using ;

R,a
equation

(16) is not su$cient either as seen in Figure 11(c). Rather, these responses can be clearly
de"ned through scaling by the e!ective elastic coe$cient k*

%&&
, as seen in Figure 11(b).

Although the reduced velocity scaling proves de"cient for a study where structural proper-
ties are varied, it is convenient when a constant mechanical frequency is simply used to
nondimensionalize a variable freestream velocity.

3.4. REDUCED-VELOCITY SCALING; LOCK-IN

For Re"100 and zero damping, the response of the cylinder, f * and A*, is given in Figures
9 and 10, and in Table 2, as functions of the e!ective elasticity k*

%&&
. While these functions

have been computed from a limited set of values of m* and k*, they describe, in principle, the
response for all values, including values at which &&lock-in'' should be observed. To see the
connection between our results and the traditional description, we proceed as follows. From
equation (14c)

k*
%&&
"k*!u*2m*"m*(u*2

n
!u*2), (15a)



Figure 11. Selected results for mO0; amplitude A* versus (a) reduced velocity ;
R
, (b) e!ective

elasticity k*
%&&

, (c) reduced with apparent mass ;
RA

.
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where

u*2

n
";~2

R
"k*/m* , (15b)

thus

u*2

n
"u*2

#k*
%&&

/m*. (15c)

For a "xed value of m*, each value of k*
%&&

gives values of u*"2nf * and A* from Table 2 or
Figures 9 and 10, and thus a value of u*

n
from equation (15c). This de"nes values of

;
R
"1/u*

n
and f/f

n
"u*/u*

n
, so that A* and f/f

n
can then be plotted in the traditional way.

An example obtained for m*"5 is shown in Figure 12(a). The three values for m*"5,
which were actually obtained from the simulation (Table 2), are also shown. Part of
a second curve for m*"20 is also shown, in Figure 12(b). Traditionally, lock-in is
understood as the tendency for the cylinder to oscillate at its &&natural'', mechanical
frequency, f

n
, in some range of the dimensionless (&&reduced'') velocity;

R
, while keeping the

mass ratio m* constant. The tendency to lock-in as m* increases is evident. Both these
curves cross the axis f/f

n
"1 at ;

R
K1)02. This must be the pivot point for every m*,

because it is the value corresponding to k*
%&&
"0 [see equation (15a)]. Thus, the solution for

m*"0, k*"0 is also at this point, and we can infer that the corresponding &&natural''
frequency is, in some limiting sense, f *

n
"f *"0)156 (Table 2), which corresponds to

;
R
"(2nf *)~1K1)02. Curves for m*(5 depart further from &&lock-in'', but always pass

through;
R
G1)02. The response for m*P0 goes through that point, and m*"0 is singular

in this plot.



Figure 12. &&Mapped'' response plotted against reduced velocity,;
R
: (a) m*"5, (b) m*"20: s, A*;

j, f */f *
n

.
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The possibility of carrying out the inversion accurately for even higher values of m* is
limited by the precision of the values of f * in Figure 9, because u*

n
Pu*asymptotically for

m*PR, as may be seen from equations (15). For m*A1, equation (15c) may be approxi-
mated by

u*!u*
n
&k*

%&&
/2m* (15d)

(assuming u*&1 in the region of interest). Therefore, the precision needed for u*(" 2n f *)
is of the order 0)01 k*

%&&
/m*.

At this point it is interesting to make a comparison of our results with the experimental
measurements of Anagnostopoulos & Bearman (1992), which extended over a Reynolds-
number range 90(Re(150 as the reduced velocity ranged over 0)82(;

R
(1)3. The

values of mass ratio (n"0)00427) and damping (f"0)00120) in their experiment corres-
pond to m*"213 and b*"0)51. Because of precision limitations noted above, it is di$cult
to map our k*

%&&
coordinate onto;

R.
Nevertheless, useful comparison is possible. First, with

regard to frequency response, equation (15d) shows that in our high-amplitude range
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(0(k*
e
(3)the mapping will give 14u*/u*

n
(1)007; indeed, the corresponding data of

Anagnostopoulos & Bearman shows the frequency &&locked in''.
The more interesting result concerns the amplitude A*. Our model predicts the exact

point of resonance (u*"u
n
) to occur at k*

%&&
"0 or;

R
"1)02 (for Re "100). In Figure 2 of

Anagnostopoulos & Bearman, the condition;
R
(";

=
/2n f

n
D)"1)02 shows A*"0)48; this

compares well to our value A*"0)47, perhaps surprisingly because their value of Re at this
velocity is Re"115. Their maximum value of A*"0)55, which occurs at (;

R
"0.97, Re

"109) may be compared with our maximum value, A*"0)59 at k*
%&&
"2)31, but the

correspondence of the latter with;
R

cannot be computed accurately, as noted. This limited
comparison, with uncertainties about the e!ects of Re"100 for the numerically simulated
results, and with a free end on the cylinder, the possibility of slant shedding and "nite,
though small damping in the experimental results, is nevertheless encouraging!

3.5. SCALING PARAMETERS BASED ON APPARENT MASS

The data in Table 2 can be recalculated in terms of a mechanical frequency and correspond-
ing reduced velocity that includes the apparent mass m*

a
"1

2
n, i.e.,

u*2

na
"k*/(m*#1

2
n)"(;

R,a
)~2 . (16)

This makes it possible to better display the limiting case m*"0, for which

f *
na
"2n(k*/m*

a
)1@2"2J2nk*.

The results for several values of m*, including m*"0, are shown in Figure 13(a}f ). For
m*"0 we have an extreme departure from the lock-in line while a lock-in trend becomes
apparent for m*55. This is the tendency that may be seen in the results of Khalak
& Williamson (1997) and of Gharib (1999). For very large values of m* the curves will of
course converge to those on the traditional plot of Figure 12. Again, for large values of m*,
the scatter connected with imprecision in the basic data for k*

%&&
becomes apparent.

3.6. EFFECTS OF DAMPING

The idealization of zero damping provided a simpli"ed system in which basic analysis could
help to de"ne the system response on terms of a single parameter. The addition of damping
complicates matters because the single-frequency assumption does not simplify the equa-
tion of motion to the same extent. Due to the damping, a phase shift must be incorporated
between the lift and body response. Consider as before a single-frequency response,

y*"A* sin(2n f *t*), (17)

and assume the lift behaves as

c
y
"c

L
sin(2n f *t*#/). (18)

Substitution into the equation of motion (3) yields two equations:

c
L

A*
"Jk*2

%&&
#4n2 f *2b*2 , (19a)

/"tan~1A
2n f *b*

k*
%&&

B . (19b)



Figure 13. &&Mapped'' response plotted against reduced velocity,;
RA

, with apparent mass included
in the dynamics: (a) m*"0: (b) m*"1, (c) m*"2, (d) m*"5, (e) m*"10, (f ) m*"20: s, A*; j, f *

na
.
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Thus, for constant damping, b*, the parameter k*
%&&

does de"ne the system response wherever
the single-frequency assumption is reasonable. Note, though, that at a given Reynolds
number there could still be many families of responses as the required synchronization
between the wake and body changes with b*. Thus, the high-amplitude region for b*"0
studied above might not re#ect the behavior at larger b*. From an analytic perspective,
both parameters are required to de"ne the response of a damped system at a given Reynolds
number.

In the current study, a few cases were simulated with "xed m*"0 and k*"2 in which
damping was varied to get an idea of its e!ects. The results, shown in Figure 14 and
tabulated in Table 3, were as expected. Damping tends to mute the amplitude response and
the phase / increases with larger damping (as the damping term thus comes to dominate the
elastic term in the equation of motion). The frequency of response does not vary signi"-
cantly, with higher frequency accompanying larger amplitude motion as observed in the
undamped systems.

In linear vibration theory and in classical discussions of #ow-induced vibration [equation
(2)], the damping is represented by the nondimensional parameter f/b(4mk)~1@2. For low
values of m, it seems appropriate to generalize it to include the apparent mass, i.e.,
f
a
"b[4(m#m

a
)k]~1@2, as was done by Khalak & Williamson (1997). The relation between

the damping parameters, f
a
and b*, is

f
a
"b*[4(m*#1

2
n)k*]~1@2. (20)



Figure 14. Response for damped systems with m*"0, k*"2: (a) amplitude A*, (b) frequency f *, (c)
phase /, (d) cross-force amplitude c

L
.
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For the example the computation described above, in which m*"0, k*"2, equation (20)

gives f
a
"b*/2Jn"0)28b*.

The values of b* (and correspondingly of f) used in our simulated example are large,
compared to typical values in lightly damped systems, e.g., f"0)0012, in the experiments of
Anagnostopoulos & Bearman (1992). Our limited example suggests that such low values of
damping have negligible e!ect on the motion at low values of m*. Interpolation of the data
in Figure 14 and Table 3 indicates that, for a 1% decrease in amplitude A* in the
high-response regime, the damping needed is b*"0)032 or f

a
"0)009 at m*P0. However,

for large values of m*, a small value of f can result in a signi"cant value of
b*"2(m*k*)1@2f"2m*f/;

R
. It can be seen that our intrinsic damping parameter b* is in

fact the mass damping parameter f/n"fm*, mentioned in the Introduction. (The factor
2/;

R
G2 since ;

R
&1 in the response range.)

4. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

There are several results worth noting. One is the "nding that #ow-induced &&vibration'' of
a cylinder in cross-#ow can occur at signi"cant amplitudes even if there is no coupling to
a mechanical system with which it might have a resonance. This is strikingly illustrated by
the example of a cylinder with zero values of mass, damping and spring force, i.e. a cylinder
free to move unconstrained in the cross-#ow direction. With no de"nable mechanical
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frequency, the classical &&lock-in'' scenario does not apply. Nevertheless, the cylinder
oscillates, sinusoidally, with frequency and amplitude determined by a balance between the
wake-vortex force and its own inertial (apparent-mass) reaction. The body motion and the
trajectories of vorticity in the boundary layers and wake adjust to each other to continuous-
ly produce the necessary zero net crossforce on the body.

Adding mass m* and spring force k* to the system introduces two new parameters but, if
damping is zero and the cylinder is sinusoidal, the inertial and elastic forces oppose each
other and so can be combined into a single &&e!ective'' dimensionless parameter k*

%&&
. Our

and others' explorations of the e!ects of damping suggest that a damping coe$cient smaller
than 10~2 has little e!ect on the motion especially at low values of m*. Therefore, for lightly
damped systems, it can be omitted, and the single parameter k*

%&&
then completely de"nes the

system at a given value of Reynolds number.
Another result concerns the relation of k*

%&&
to &&lock-in'' which is loosely understood as

a coincidence between the actual cylinder frequency u*"2n f *D/;
=

and the frequency
u*

n
"u

n
D/;

=
of the mechanical system. But the coincidence occurs at only one value of the

e!ective elasticity, k*
%&&
"k*!u*2m*"m*(u*2

n
!u*2), namely k*

%&&
"0. The motion is

then identical to that at m*"0, k*"0, and the transverse force C
L
"0. This is true for any

pair of values of m*, k*, even massive ones. While this is the only point at which frequencies
coincide, large-amplitude motion occurs over a range given, approximately, by 0(k*

%&&
(3.

The corresponding range for u* is given by

u*2
n

4u*24u*2
n

#3/m*.

It may be seen that, for large m*, u*Ku*
m
, in this range (the traditional lock-in range) but

for m*P0, the ratio of the two frequencies is strongly variable and traditional &&lock-in''
does not occur.
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